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Introduction 
Effective email reporting 

One of the key benefits of using email for marketing campaigns is the speed of 
getting the right message across to the right audience quickly and easily.  With 
direct mail it may take four to six weeks before you start seeing the responses 
coming in.  But with email you can start seeing the leads coming in almost 
immediately.  Another benefit of email marketing is your ability to be able to 
track and report instantly.  

What can you measure in email marketing ?

When reporting on email campaigns there are a number of Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI’s) that can be measured. The main ones to measure are:
•	 Delivery rate
•	 Open rate
•	 Click-thru rate
•	 Bounce rate
•	 Unsubscribe rate 
•	 Subscription/forms completed

You can measure these against each contact that has been emailed. 

These KPI’s on their own don’t always tell you if your campaigns are successful 
or not, as they tend to measure “external” aspects of each email campaign and 
its delivery and not the actual end results. 

Additionally you can measure “internal” campaign objectives you want to 
achieve in a single campaign or an overall email programme.  

Let us now look at the internal and external KPI’s in a bit more detail.

External KPI’s

External KPI’s concentrate on the email message itself, such as the open 
and click-through rates, unsubscribe and bounces. They are reported in each 
delivery and can be tracked over time to spot trends.  They can also help 
identify problems with delivery, opt-in procedure or reader engagement when 
you are seeing poor results.



 

Key external KPI’s include:

Metric Calculation Used to measure Evaluation
Delivery rate Percentage of total 

emails sent less 
undeliverable

Deliverability and 
list hygiene

List quality and 
deliverability

Open rate Opened email 
messages as a 
percentage of     
delivered emails

Interest or           
engagement (can 
be tracked over 
time)

This could be “I 
am interested 
in your offer” or 
“I open all my 
SPAM”

Bounce rate Emails that failed 
delivery as a      
percentage of sent 
emails

Deliverability and 
list hygiene/quality

Highlights issues 
with list quality 
and deliverability 
- even by 
different target 
audiences

Unsubscribe Percentage of 
email contacts that 
ask to be removed 
from your list

Customer            
engagement and 
message relevance

Strength of 
campaign and 
brand

Click-thru rate Percentage of     
recipients who 
click on one or 
more links in the 
email

Interest, message 
relevance and     
engagement 

Highlights “a 
good prospect” 
or “a casual 
browser” and 
those that are 
“evaluating” 
your products

Spam complaints Total number of 
complaints that the 
mesasge is spam

Sent automatically 
by Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) 
or manually by 
recipients

Strength of 
campaign and 
brand

Referrals/
forwarded 
messages

Number or         
percentage of     
delivered emails 
passed to a new 
contact

Measures          
customer interest, 
word of mouth and        
message relevance

Strength of 
campaign, and 
perception 
of brand as       
contacts are in 
effect endorsing 
you



 

Internal KPI’s

Internal KPI’s measure the results of a campaign against the campaign’s 
objectives.

Key internal KPI’s include:

Metric Calculation Measurement
Revenue Revenue generated from 

the start to finish of the 
campaign

Campaign revenue & 
Return On Investment 
(ROI)

Average revenue per 
email delivered

Revenue divided by 
number of emails   
delivered

Can be compared 
against different 
campaigns and against 
objectives

ROI Revenue generated per 
£ spent on campaign

Effectiveness of        
marketing investment 

ROI per email Measures ROI per email 
delivered

Can be compared 
against different      
campaigns and against 
objectives

Leads generated Total leads (contacts 
interested in message) 
generated by the email 
or campaign

Message relevance, 
interest and engagement

Total conversions Number of leads         
converted into revenue 
from the campaign

Conversion rate shows 
relevance of message 
and business ability to 
sell

Site registrations, 
contest entries, 
subscriptions, call back 
requests

Number of contacts 
that have downloaded a 
document for 
information or 
registered for a prize 
draw or someone who 
wants a call back to buy 
a product

Message relevance, 
interest and engagement



 

These KPI’s are a guide to what can be measured.  However, there are many 
more areas of a campaign you may wish to focus on in your analysis, for 
instance you can compare the impact of a change you make to a piece of 
communication using your statistics:

•	 Test if a different format or a subject line increases open rates or not, did it 
increase click-throughs, subscriptions, etc. 

•	 Test different offers to segmented target groups
•	 Test different images, messages, formats (html or plain txt)
•	 How many emails to send before you generate a lead
•	 What is the optimum day for your emails to be delivered to generate the 

most responses and leads?
•	 What is the best time of the day to engage with your contacts and get the 

most responses?

The beauty of email reporting is that you are able to use the insight you get to 
adapt your up-and-coming campaigns to ensure you get the maximum impact. 

Deciding what to measure

You may not need to measure all the internal and external KPI’s we have 
touched on.  The following nine steps will help you decide what to measure and 
help you to create a template for ongoing campaigns.

1) Set campaign objectives up front.  These should directly support business/
marketing and sales objectives. 
2) Identify the external and internal KPI’s that will support you in 
demonstrating the value of the marketing investment.
3) Ensure your email marketing software (or the software the company that is 
delivering your emails) can track the KPI’s you want to measure. 
4) Set up the necessary reports. 
5) Collate all the information into a spreadsheet enabling you to analyse and 
spot key trends. It is also good to use charts. 
6) Compare results from testing different subject lines, content and offers etc. 
7) Track results over time, highlighting highs, lows and averages or means. 
8) Highlight the objectives you meet and the ones you miss most often. 
9) Review each aspect of your email campaigns for improvement to your next 
campaign. 



 

Developing a model

Once you start collating information on past and present campaign 
performance you can start building a model and use this to project 
performance of future campaigns.  You can use your findings to plan and 
execute new campaigns empowering you with evidence of what is working and 
what is not.  For instance you will even be able to influence your external KPI’s 
by building your own guidelines:

•	 Do personalising subject lines work better?
•	 Which days generate the most opens, click-throughs and leads?
•	 What delivery time generates the most opens, click through and leads?
•	 Do you get more responses immediately or a week or a month after the 

campaign has been delivered?
•	 Do you get more response by personalising your content?



 Not getting the results you want?

If you’re not meeting your campaign objectives or seeing an improvement over 
several campaigns there could be many reasons for this:

Reason Description
Poor permission 
practices

This is one of the main reasons for poor results. Especially 
if you buy names or acquire them through co-registration 
without a permission guarantee, using email appends, not 
confirming opt-ins. Our guide to 10 questions to ask your 
email data provider will help overcome many of these 
issues.

Incentivised 
subscribers

Subscribers are incentivised through offers, free trials, 
draws etc, they may not be geniunely interested in your 
campaign.

False 
expectations

Promising more in your opt-in promotions than you 
deliver.

Poor content or 
format

Content may look like spam or be hard to read. If you 
cram all the content into one giant image, readers who 
block images from downloading or read email in a 
preview pane will see nothing but a blank screen. Our 
guide to building great emails provides expert advice on 
this area.

Irrelevant 
content

People’s needs and interests change over time. You can 
diversify your email offerings or give users the ability 
to update their preferences or unsubscribe easily (but 
to meet your business and campaign objectives you will 
need to replace these inactive or hibernating contacts 
with new ones).

Low deliverability You can’t expect good results if 20% or more of your 
messages fail to reach your subscribers’ inboxes. Check 
your delivery reports during and after each send to 
identify which ISPs may be blocking your emails or which 
addresses are failing. Make sure your email marketing 
software removes bouncing addresses and processes 
spam complaints.

Wrong frequency Sending too many emails can causing your subscribers 
to ignore you. Or, you don’t send often enough, and they 
forget about you or find someone else who fits better. A 
preference page allows users to tell you how often they 
want to hear from you.

Old list Names on a mailing list start to decay after three to six 
months, generating lower opens, clicks and conversions than 
newer names. You may need to contact older subscribers 
periodically, either to reinvigorate them or give them the 
chance to unsubscribe.



 

When measuring the success of an email campaign we have already seen it’s 
not just about click, open and conversion rates.  The success of your campaigns 
will rely heavily on the quality and the size of your email database.  

List Churn 

You may not know it, but each year up to 40% of your email recipients may be 
leaving, disappearing or even hibernating. 

List Churn is the number of recipients leaving your list over a certain period.  
For instance if you have 20,000 addresses on your list, and 6,000 drop out in a 
year (500 a month), then your annual churn rate is 30% and monthly is 2.5%. 

List Fatigue 

List fatigue comes from recipients who have been on your list for a while but 
are now disengaged and inactive as they have stopped opening and engaging 
with your emails although they may not have actually unsubscribed.
This is one of the reasons that you should not rely on just the unsubscribe rate 
to give you a feel for how your recipients feel about your comms.  

What leads to list fatigue?
•	 over mailing
•	 irrelevant offers 
•	 newsletter content not reflecting readers interests.

Calculation : The percentage of inactive subscribers: those that haven’t opened 
or clicked on a single email message over a specific time period. 

30%-50% of a typical list may be inactive but choosing not to open AND not to 
unsubscribe. 

It is estimated that each month perhaps 1% to 2% or more of your list is going 
inactive. 



 

Email List Hurdle Rate
As list fatigue and churn deteriorates the size and quality of your list, you will 
need to calculate your “Email list hurdle rate”.  This will give you the number of 
subscribers/new records you need to acquire to re-build your email data list to 
replace the ones you loose through inactives and unsubscribes.  

Calculation : Total of hard bounces, unsubscribes, spam complaints divided by 
your current list size.

For example :
You may loose 40 subscribers in month one for a monthly hurdle rate of 0.80% 
(480 over a year).
Therefore if you have a list of 5,000 that you want to grow to 7,000 in a year, you 
would need to add 2,480 new subscribers over the 12 months, 480 more than the 
2,000 needed if no subscribers were lost. 
Therefore the importance of the list growth hurdle rate can be seen for the 
annual planning process and forecasts of revenues or subscribers. 

Conclusion

We can see the importance of effective email reporting and how you can not 
only use your findings and insight to mould your future campaigns to drive 
even better results, but also how you can identify why some campaigns are 
not delivering the desired results by using your stats and analysis to spot 
weaknesses in your data, messaging and offers etc. in turn leading to less 
wastage and more effective campaigns.
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